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Femtosecond laser-induced non-thermal welding
for a single Cu nanowire glucose sensor†
Yongchao Yu, a Yangbao Deng,b Md Abdullah Al Hasan,a Yanfeng Bai,ac
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Copper nanowires (CuNWs) are a key building block to facilitate carrier conduction across a broad range of
nanodevices. For integration into nanoscale devices, manipulation and welding of these nanowires need to
be overcome. Based on high energy density laser processing investigation, we report on innovative welding
of single CuNWs to a silver ﬁlm using a tightly focused laser beam combined with manipulation of CuNWs
through the dielectrophoresis (DEP) method. Two types of lasers, femtosecond (FS) and continuous-wave
(CW), were employed to analyze, improve, and control Cu-NW melting characteristics under high energy
density irradiation. The FS laser welding of CuNWs resulted in a metallic joint with a low contact
resistance suitable for functional electronic nanodevices. Computational simulations using the 1-D heat
diﬀusion equation and ﬁnite diﬀerence method (FDM) were performed to gain an insight into metal–
laser interactions for high performance welded contact development. Simulation studies on lasers
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established contrasting melting behavior of metal under laser irradiation. The device feasibility of CuNW
based welded contacts was evaluated in terms of the electrical performance of a glucose sensor. It was
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possible to sense glucose concentration down to 106 M, demonstrating a path towards integration of
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CuNWs into wearable, ﬂexible nanoelectronic devices.

1. Introduction
Nanoelectronics is rapidly evolving towards multi-functional,
high reliability, and high integration density systems through
1D–3D integration of materials, process technology, and packaging. Among the nanotechnology-enabled materials, metallic
and semiconducting nanowires have been pursued as key
building blocks to manufacture a broad range of nanodevices,
e.g., single-photon detectors,1 transparent and exible electrodes,2–4 organic electronic and heat-sensitive functional
devices,5 electrical and thermal conduction devices,6 foldable
capacitive touch pads,7 stretchable and wearable electronics,8–10
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and sensors.11–13 Specically, single-nanowire devices with
unique nanostructures and properties become attractive and
promising for diverse applications. However, to realize largescale, reliable manufacture of single nanowire devices, the
following two technical barriers must be overcome: nanomanipulation and nano-welding.
Nano-manipulation to enable controlled assembly of nanoscale building blocks is essential for nanomanufacturing. To
fabricate single nanowire devices, several methods have been
established for manipulating NWs, including electric eldassisted alignment,14–17 ow-assisted alignment,18 the blow
bubble method,19 contact printing,20 direct growth of NW
devices,21 the Langmuir–Blodgett technique,22 optical tweezers,23,24 optoelectrical tweezers25 and micro-robots.26,27
Compared with other methods, the electric eld-assisted
alignment28 has been widely applied to control diﬀerent types of
NWs, such as semiconductors, metals, and carbon, normally by
dielectrophoresis (DEP) force. DEP exerts a force on dielectric
NWs through induced dipoles when NWs are subjected to
a non-uniform electric eld. NWs are polarized and aligned
with a minimum energy conguration within an applied electric
eld, which is along the electric eld lines. The electric eldassisted alignment is aﬀected by many factors including the
suspending medium, the relative dielectric constant (dened as
the ratio of the permittivity of a substance to that of free space)
and the geometry of NWs.29
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Welding of NWs can provide an opportunity and potential to
form lots of functional nanoelectronics,30 including nanocircuits,31 light-gated nanowire transistors,32 nano-waveguides
and nanophotonic circuits for quantum computation,33,34 and
nanoplasmonic devices.35 To realize a nanoscale joining,
various methods have been proposed and applied to join NWs,
such as cold-welding,36–38 Joule heating,39–42 thermal annealing,43 mechanical pressure,44 and laser (laser-induced plasmonic) joining.45–51 Solid-state diﬀusion driven by surface
energy has enabled welding of two bare Au NWs in a vacuum at
room temperature36 and joining of two silver NWs aer the
removal of the surface-capping polymer in an ambient atmosphere.37,38 However, it is diﬃcult to achieve a head-to-side
joining (T-shape) through this self-diﬀusion since the capping
layer is not uniform, and the polymer at the sidewall is thicker
than the layer at the wire head.37 Although Joule heating was
suggested to join NWs,39,40 it is limited to conductive NWs. A
nanoscopic mechanical press with nanoindentation was developed to join a wire to a substrate.44 Unfortunately, this press will
signicantly deform the wire head. The substrate can be
damaged seriously by Joule heating, mechanical pressure and
thermal annealing unless the processing parameters, e.g.,
current, pressure, and temperature, are accurately controlled.
Compared with other joining methods, photonic sintering was
conducted for joining metal NWs, which can provide noncontact processing and good thermal controllability with
minimum thermal damage to the substrate. Due to self-localized plasmonic excitation,45 this plasmonic heat can lead to
perfect joining at cross-overlapped NWs.7 A continuous-wave
laser was employed to melt part of NWs for brazing the crossed
NWs.47,52 This laser nanobrazing is similar to autogenous laser
brazing developed for metal microjoining.53 Currently, laser
joined metal NWs display a polycrystalline nature with lots of
defects in the joined regions.49,50,54 This is quite diﬀerent from
self-oriented joining with solid-state diﬀusion where a clear
lattice matching is founded. Femtosecond laser joining and
laser-healing of cutting wires show epitaxial recrystallization or
enhanced grain orientation.50,54,55 Therefore, the nanojoining
quality can be feasibly improved through precise control of laser
parameters based on the understanding of the interaction of
the laser and NWs.
In this work, for a better understanding of the local melting
of a CuNW using a focused laser beam, a comparative study is
accomplished with a 1030 nm FS laser and 532 nm continuouswave (CW) laser under diﬀerent power and atmosphere conditions. To support the experimental observation and explain the
diﬀerence between the two types of laser irradiation, we conducted computational modeling of the temperature distribution of CuNWs. For the simulation, we model CuNWs as
a circular rod with a length of 30 mm and a diameter of 200 nm
and assume that the laser is irradiated at the tip of a modeled
NW, and the temperature is distributed only along the length
(dened as the x direction) as shown in Fig. S5.† Therefore,
a one-dimensional (1-D) heat diﬀusion model and the nite
diﬀerence method are employed for the thermal analysis of
both types of laser irradiation. In the case of the CW laser,
assuming a steady heat supply, a single-temperature model is
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used to calculate the temperature distribution and its evolution.
In contrast, simulations of FS laser irradiation consider the
electron and lattice temperatures (Te and Tl), separately (i.e.,
a two-temperature model) due to the time-dependent heat ow
from electrons to the lattice. This time dependence is because
the electron excitation by the laser (interaction time: a few fs
(ref. 56)) is much faster than the electron–phonon interaction
(1 ps) and the pulse duration (300 fs) is too short for electrons
to excite any ions thermally.57,58
As an application, a single copper nanowire (CuNW) device
has been fabricated at room temperature with a regular air
environment with a 1030 nm FS laser as a glucose sensor. A
single CuNW glucose sensor on a exible paper substrate was
successfully demonstrated with a detection limit of about
106 M.

2.

Results and discussion

In this study, CuNWs were synthesized by a hydrothermal
method. Fig. S1(a)–(c) (see the ESI†) show the SEM images for
the synthesized CuNWs. The self-joined phenomenon was
observed between CuNWs, which is due to the inhomogeneous
removal of surface capping layers. In Fig. S1(c),† two CuNWs are
head-to-head joined and form an angle of 132 . An organic
compound, octadecylamine (ODA), was used for the synthesis of
CuNWs. To remove ODA from CuNW solution, the CuNW
solution was washed with ethanol 2–4 times. It is found that
ODA lms at the end of CuNWs were thinner than the sidewall.
The diﬀusion between two adjacently exposed wires leads to an
end-to-end joining. The average length of CuNWs is around 28.4
mm, with 250–350 nm diameter. Fig. S1(f)† shows the statistic
distribution of the joined angles. The dominant angles are
mainly distributed in a range of 110–160 . Although this selfjoined nanowire has been selectively applied for simple plasmonic circuits through lithographic manufacturing, this joined
wire is not suitable for complicated nanoelectronics with the
desired function. Fig. S1(g)† shows the X-ray diﬀraction (XRD)
pattern of CuNWs. The diﬀraction peaks are located at the
values of 43.45 and 50.6 , which match with (111) and (200)
planes.59 There is no diﬀraction peak of CuO or any other
compound observed from the XRD result, which suggests the
high purity of the as-prepared face-centered cubic crystal
structured CuNWs.
In order to elucidate the laser-induced melting of a Cu
nanowire, two types of lasers (1030 nm femtosecond (FS) laser
and 532 nm continue wave (CW) green laser) have been
compared. Fig. 1 shows the SEM images of laser irradiated
CuNWs. The experiments were performed at room temperature
and in an ambient atmosphere. The laser beam was focused by
a long working distance 100 microscope lens with an NA of
0.8. Aer focusing, the diameter of the laser beam spot applied
to the substrate was around 1 mm. Fig. 1(a)–(c) show the
experimental results for the FS laser with an average laser power
of 35 mW and Fig. 1(d)–(f) show the experimental results for the
CW laser at the same average power of 35 mW. Obviously, under
the same laser power conditions, the two laser irradiations
create signicant diﬀerences. For the FS laser, explosive
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SEM images of a CuNW (a) before and (b) after FS laser irradiation and (c) enlarged image of the FS laser irradiation area. CuNW images (d)
before and (e) after CW laser irradiation and (f) enlarged image of the CW laser irradiation area.

Fig. 1

deformations can be observed on both the substrate and CuNW
aer the laser process (Fig. 1(b) and (c) compared with Fig. 1(a)).
The silicon wafer substrate is damaged, and a large number of
Si and Ag nanoparticles splash around in the irradiation area. A
large particle aggregation appears on top of the NW. However,
there is no structural and surface deformation on other parts of
the nanowire. On the other hand, under the same laser power
conditions, the CW laser produced a diﬀerent eﬀect from that
with the FS laser. Comparing Fig. 1(e) to (d), it is found that the
CW laser does not break a CuNW at all but causes a very clear
surface deformation on the nanowire. As shown in Fig. 1(f), at
the laser-focused position, the CuNW is partially melted at high
temperatures induced by CW laser irradiation, and then the
melted wire solidies and crystallizes again aer the laser is
turned oﬀ. Furthermore, this thermal eﬀect is propagated along
the CuNW, and causes an increase of the surface roughness of
the entire nanowire. As demonstrated in Fig. S2(a) and (b),† the
surface of the un-irradiated area is kept clean and smooth
before and aer FS laser irradiation. However, aer CW laser
irradiation, a clear surface change can be observed even in the
un-irradiated area (Fig. S2(c) and (d)†). Because the CuNW was
exposed to air, serious oxidation could occur on the surface due
to the heat induced by the CW laser, which will be further
conrmed by chemical analysis later. The FS laser is an ultrafast high repetition pulse laser, with an average laser power of
35 mW, and it can generate a peak power density of 1.24  1014
W cm2. On the other hand, with 35 mW power, the CW laser
generates a power density of 4.46  106 W cm2. Meanwhile, for
an ultrafast interaction, the absorption of photons stimulates
electrons within a hundred femtoseconds (fs), which is too
short to disturb the lattice. The absorbed energy was thus
transferred from electrons to the lattice by electron–lattice
scattering aer the laser pulse irradiation.58,60 The thermal
coupling between free electrons and lattices typically occurs
within 100 ps, depending on the electron–phonon coupling
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strength of diﬀerent materials. The typical electron–phonon
coupling time of hundred femtoseconds is much shorter than
the heat transfer period by thermal conduction. Therefore, the
thermal diﬀusion to the laser-irradiated surrounding area is
very limited.61
To elucidate the origin of the surface deformation on the
CuNW, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analyses
were conducted through elemental mapping. Fig. 2(a) and (b)
show the EDS results of CuNWs irradiated with the CW laser
and FS laser in an ambient atmosphere. Fig. 2(a) shows a clear
oxygen response on the surface of the CuNW aer the CW
irradiation, specially in the recrystallized area marked with
a white arrow. This indicates surface oxidization induced by
laser irradiation. In contrast, as shown in Fig. 2(b), the oxygen
response on the CuNW surface irradiated with the FS laser is
within the detection error of EDS analyses under the same
conditions. These results infer that the surface structural
change is introduced by the oxidation of Cu, which is caused by
local, high temperature induced by the laser and oxygen in the
air. To further verify this, the same experiments were carried out
in a glove box with Ar buﬀer gas and both oxygen and water
concentrations were lower than 0.1 ppm. Experiment results
and EDS analysis results are shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d). From
Fig. 2(c), we observed that at the end of the nanowire, where the
CW laser is irradiated, there is a critical indication of melting.
The shape and surface changes of the CuNW (from a pentagon
to a round shape with a smooth surface) can be observed.
Diﬀerent from Fig. 2(a), other nanowires irradiated by the FS
laser and CW laser operating in a protective gas do not display
surface roughness change; i.e., the nanowire surface remains
smooth and clean. The EDS analysis also shows no remarkable
change in the oxygen element distribution. Additionally, for the
FS laser sample, no discernible diﬀerence has been detected
between two diﬀerent environmental conditions. Both samples
that were processed under air and Ar conditions present very
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EDS mapping results for the (a) CW laser processed sample in air, (b) FS laser processed sample in air, (c) CW laser processed sample in Ar,
and (d) FS laser processed sample in Ar.

Fig. 2

similar results, explosive deformation at laser irradiation positions, and a clean and smooth surface in the entire unaﬀected
area. At this point, it can be concluded that the surface deformation of the CuNW processed with the CW laser is due to
oxidization. The CW laser induces signicant thermal diﬀusion,
which leads to oxidization on the entire nanowire. In contrast,
the diﬀusion of the thermal eﬀect induced by the FS laser to the
non-irradiation area is minimized. The dynamic procedures of
these experimental results are further investigated by computational simulation. These results not only evidence the FS laser
as an ideal tool for precise processes but also show the advantage of the FS laser to process an easily oxidized material in air.
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On this basis, studies on the eﬀects of the laser power of the
FS laser and the CW laser were accomplished. For the FS laser, it
is clear that explosive deformations will occur at an average
laser power of 35 mW. Thus the laser power has to be reduced to
avoid damage to the NWs and Si substrate. Ultimately, the laser
power was decreased from 35 mW to 4 mW. Laser powers of 5
mW and 4 mW were also used to determine the minimum laser
processing power. For the CW laser, the experiment shows that
with 35 mW laser power irradiation, the laser only melts
a limited area of the CW surface. From the point of laser
microprocessing, such limited surface melting cannot provide
enough contribution to the nano-welding or nano-joining
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process. For a better understanding of CW laser eﬀects on
CuNWs, the laser power was increased from 35 mW to 45 mW.
All the experiments were performed in a glove box to protect
CuNWs from oxidization. Fig. S3(a)–(c)† show the SEM images
of CuNWs aer being processed with the FS laser with diﬀerent
laser powers. From the images, as the laser power decreased
from 10 mW to 4 mW, the size of holes induced by laser ablation
on the substrate was reduced from about 4 mm to about 2.5 mm.
It is worth noting that at 5 mW laser power, the agglomeration
of large particles did not occur on the end nanowire. Instead,
a clean and sharp cutting edge is formed. As the laser power
decreases to 4 mW, a clear ablation is observed on the Si
substrate, but no critical ablation is found on the CuNW. We
attribute this phenomenon to two reasons. First, it is because
the ablation threshold value of silicon is lower than that of
copper. At a similar pulse width of 250 fs, the ablation threshold
of Si is about half that of Cu, 0.405 J cm2 and 0.86 J cm2,
respectively.62 The other reason is the optical coupling of the
laser beam, which leads to the focus of the laser beam under the
CuNWs.
The CW laser yields diﬀerent eﬀects on CuNWs. Fig. S3(d)†
shows the laser illumination results for 35 mW power with the
CW laser. It clearly indicates the melting of the end of the
CuNW while there is no obvious change in the length and width
of the CuNW. With a further increase in the laser power to 45
mW, as shown in Fig. S3(e),† a ball-like structure is formed in
the laser irradiated area. The diameter of the ball is about 1.2
mm, which is signicantly larger than the wire diameter. The
blue dashed line presents the original nanowire shape. By
comparing the CuNW before and aer laser processing, the
length of the CuNW decreases from 28.6 mm to 23.7 mm. The
approximated total volume of the CuNW changed from 18.2
mm3 to 15.9 mm3. It can be inferred that the ball structure is
a result of vaporization and shrinkage due to a high temperature melting induced by CW laser heat. The process of forming
this ball structure can be further explained by the location of
peak temperature (determined by the beam center position).
This melted amount of Cu tends to form a ball-like structure in
order to obtain a minimum surface energy state, shortening the
CuNW. The location of the peak temperature is decided by the
position of the beam center. Once the temperature of the laser
irradiation area is above the melting temperature of CuNWs, it
transforms into a liquid phase. At the same time, for the rest of
the CuNWs, the temperature is below the melting point. The
shrinkage direction is determined by this temperature gradient.
This process occurs on the microsecond time scale.47,63
According to our computational simulations, with the CW
laser (35 mW) irradiation (at x ¼ 0), heat is accumulated,
increasing the temperature of the CuNW with heating time (t),
and the heat is dissipated along the length of the CuNW (i.e., in
the x-direction), as shown in Fig. 3(a). With the CW laser heating longer than 0.5 ms, the temperature rises beyond the Cu
melting point (Tm,Cu ¼ 1368 K (ref. 64)), and a large portion of
the CuNW has a temperature above the oxidation temperature
(1073 K).65,66 Fig. 3(b) shows that the thermally aﬀected zone
(i.e., the heated portion of the CuNW where the temperature is
above the oxidation temperature) extends to 10 mm aer
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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a heating time of 1 ms. It can be inferred that with the increase of
irradiation time, the whole CuNW will be heated above the
oxidation temperature. This explains the oxidization of the
entire CuNW with a CW laser observed from the experiment in
this study.
With the FS pulse laser irradiation at x ¼ 0, the electron
temperature (Te) reaches a very high peak value (27.5  104 K)
within the pulse duration (300 fs) as shown in Fig. 3(c), and
then it decays rapidly, releasing its energy to phonons (or the
lattice). The electron–lattice interaction causes the rise of local
Tl,67 and Te reaches almost equilibrium with Tl shortly (<20 ps)
aer the pulse at x ¼ 0 (Fig. 3(c)). The lattice temperature (Tl)
increases and decreases, and for most of the wire (>27 mm), it
stays below the Cu melting point (Fig. 3(d)). A non-thermal
ablation is expected at the beginning of the irradiated zone (<1
mm, close to the focus spot size) as the lattice temperature is
above the evaporation temperature of Cu (Tev ¼ 2840.15 K (ref.
68)), as shown in Fig. 3(d). It is important to point out that such
heat is very localized and maintained for a very short time
period; Tl can be above the melting point for less than 100 ns
only near the heating region (x < 3 mm). FS laser irradiation with
an average power of 35 mW as in the CW laser is expected to
induce ablation of a much larger area, as shown in Fig. 3(e), up
to 6 mm of the CuNW with a higher temperature than Tev. With
an average power of 5 mW, Tl drops below the oxidation
temperature within 150 ns aer a laser pulse, and the entire
CuNW will be cooled close to room temperature before the next
laser pulse comes (t ¼ 8.33 ms with 120 kHz), as shown in
Fig. 3(f) and (g). As Tl is maintained below the oxidation
temperature in most regions (x > 4 mm), we expect no signicant
oxidation. Even if thermal melting and oxidation exist, they are
limited to a very local region (near the irradiated region) less
than 3 mm. This simulation result is identical to the experimental results that are shown in Fig. 1(b), (c) and S4(a)–(c),†
which indicate that FS laser irradiation eﬀect zones are about
2.5–4 mm with diﬀerent laser powers.
For the sensing application of the welded CuNW with higher
electrical conductivity and higher capture eﬃciency,59,69,70
a single CuNW glucose sensor is fabricated and demonstrated.
The sensor fabrication process includes silver electrode
printing, gap cutting with a laser, CuNW manipulation, and
laser welding. Process details are discussed in the Experimental
section. In order to make a functional sensor, the joining of
CuNWs to silver electrodes is needed to decrease the contact
resistance. The FS laser was selected for the nano-welding of
CuNWs to protect the CuNWs from oxidization and deformation due to the laser-induced thermal eﬀect under air conditions. A laser power of 30 mW was used to join a CuNW to the
sliver lm. Fig. 4(a) shows the SEM image of a CuNW bridging
the gap before laser joining. Then the CuNWs were illuminated
on both sides by tightly focused laser beams at the position
marked with the blue and white circles in Fig. 4(b). Fig. 4(c)
shows a cross-sectional SEM image of a laser joined area. A Ge
protection layer was deposited during the FIB process for protecting the sample.
To observe the whole CuNW, the laser focus point is slightly
away from the CuNW. It is obvious that the Ag lm was melted
Nanoscale Adv., 2020, 2, 1195–1205 | 1199
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(a) Temperature distribution and (b) heatmap of a modeled CuNW with respect to the distance from the heating area (x, the length
direction) at a diﬀerent heating time (t) when using the CW laser irradiation. (c) Electron and lattice temperatures of the ﬁrst nodal point (Te and Tl
at x ¼ 0) in a short time period after the FS laser pulse (with an average power of 5 mW) starts (<20 ps). Time evolution of lattice temperature (Tl)
from the beginning of a laser pulse (300 fs) at ﬁve diﬀerent locations (i.e., x ¼ 0, 0.75, 1.5, 3.0, and 4.5 mm) of the CuNW with an average FS laser
power of (d) 5 mW and (e) 35 mW. (f) Temperature distribution and (g) heatmap of the CuNW in the x-direction at diﬀerent t when using the FS
laser with 5 mW average power. The regions surrounded by green lines in (b) and (f) are above the oxidation temperature and vulnerable to
oxidation.
Fig. 3

in the laser irradiation zone. The melted Ag lm was partially
wrapped around the CuNW and enlarged the contact area,
which directly leads to reduce contact resistance. Fig. 4(d) and
(e) show the enlarged images of the le and right parts of
Fig. 4(b), respectively. In Fig. 4(d), the CuNW is partially
damaged, and a part of the CuNW is well embedded into the
silver lm (as shown by the blue circle). From Fig. 4(e), it is
obvious that the NW is partially cut, and a hole is generated in
the sliver lm (see the white circle position). This diﬀerence is
due to the surface roughness of the printed silver electrode. The
surface of printed silver electrodes is very rough, which will
aﬀect the laser focus position and signicantly increased the

1200 | Nanoscale Adv., 2020, 2, 1195–1205

diﬃculty of constant laser welding. In order to overcome this
problem, an in situ resistance measurement is introduced
during the nanowire welding process (Fig. 4(f)). The welding
process is monitored by the change of the resistance, which
provides precise welding monitoring.
The joining situation is further characterized by in situ
measurement of the resistance variation via a four-terminal
method between aer laser joining (Ra) and before laser
joining (Rb). The measured resistance ratio as a function of
illumination time at a laser power of 30 mW is shown in Fig.
4(f). It is illustrated that the resistance almost keeps
unchanged aer the single CuNW links the gap. The
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Fig. 4 SEM images of a CuNW (a) before laser welding and (b) after FS laser welding, (c) cross-sectional SEM image of the laser-welded area, (d)

enlarged image of the blue welding area, (e) enlarged image of the white welding area and (f) real-time resistance change monitoring results
during laser welding.

resistance ratio of Ra to Rb gradually decreases and then
becomes attened during the joining of one side of this
CuNW. The resistance ratio increases slightly due to the heterostructure of Cu/Ag before joining the other side, and then it
also gradually decreases and then becomes stable in the
process of joining the other side. In this experiment, the input
electrical current is set as 0.1 mA.
The welded CuNWs were tested for glucose sensing at
diﬀerent concentrations. The sensor shows stable responses
with variable glucose concentrations. The detection limit for
this sensor is about 106 M (1 mM). From Fig. 5(a) and (b), the
resistance gradually decreases with increasing glucose concentration from 106 M to 1 M [see red circles with error bars and
blue squares with error bars]. Moreover, the amperometric
detection is carried out by dripping glucose solution with
diﬀerent concentrations onto the welded single CuNW at

a voltage of 0.2 V. It is found that the CuNW generates steadystate current for a time interval of 120 s as shown in Fig. 5(c).
The response current gradually increases with an increment of
glucose concentration from 106 M (1 mM) to 1 M. This
evidences the single CuNW as a sensor for glucose measurement. Currently, Cu nanowires have been extensively reported
as a non-enzyme detection material for glucose,59,70 and the
exact mechanism of glucose sensing may be related to the
partial oxidization surface of CuNWs.71–73 This surface partial
oxidation may be very weak or localized, which cannot be
detected by conventional XRD with a detection limit of 3%. The
oxidation of glucose in this partially oxidized surface may lead
to multi-step reduction from Cu3+, Cu2+, Cu+, to Cu,74,75 and
thereby increase the conductivity of CuNWs. As a result, a high
glucose concentration intensies the oxidation reaction and
yields a higher current response.

(a) Variation of resistance with the concentration of glucose sample 1 and (b) sample 2. (c) Variation of the normalized response current
with time at a voltage of 0.2 V with increasing glucose concentration.

Fig. 5

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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3.

Conclusions

Laser welding of CuNWs opens up new possibilities for functional nanodevice development and integration. The simulation
and experimental studies conducted demonstrate eﬀective
control of material melting and contact welding under laser
irradiation. The timescale of laser processing showed a clear
impact on the melting and welding of CuNWs and the resultant
structural and electrical characteristics. Ultrafast FS laser
exposure induced a highly localized non-thermal melting of
CuNWs, while CW laser exposure led to signicant thermal
energy diﬀusion across the entire nanowire. Computational
simulations were conducted to gain an understanding of laserNW interactions to control material melting and develop high
performance welded nanoscale electrical contacts. Simulation
studies established heat accumulation overtime under CW laser
irradiation leading to melting and oxidation of CuNWs under
ambient conditions. However, the highly localized non-thermal
heating by the ultrafast FS laser minimized thermal diﬀusion
outside the irradiation zone resulting in a superior surface
morphology, prevented metal oxidation, and resulted in
reducing contact resistance (contact resistance reduced by over
45%), as veried experimentally. Welding CuNWs with a higher
electrical conductivity are promising for nanodevice development and integration. To demonstrate a practical application,
we successfully manipulated CuNWs to well-bridge 5 microsilver lm gaps under an AC eld and join a single CuNW to the
silver lm with a focused fs pulsed laser. In situ observation and
resistance variation were used to analyze the join situation. It is
evident that the contact resistance signicantly decreases aer
joining. Such a welded Cu single nanowire was used for glucose
sensing. The experiments showed that the measurement resolution can reach 106 M. The present laser processing approach
provides an eﬀective strategy for fabricating 1D–3D electronic
devices through nanoscale welding of diverse metallic and
semiconducting NWs.

4. Experimental section
Cu nanowires
CuNWs were prepared with a modied hydrothermal method,
according to ref. 76. 1348 mg octadecylamine (ODA) was added
to 100 ml of copper chloride (426 mg) solution and vigorously
stirred for 5 hours to form a blue emulsion. Then, the solution
was transferred into a Teon-lined autoclave of 125 ml capacity
and heated at 150  C for 72 hours. Aer cooling down the
autoclave to room temperature, the supernatant was poured
away, and the CuNW solution was kept at the bottom. Finally,
CuNWs were washed with ethanol 2–4 times to remove ODA.
Silver electrodes
Silver (Ag) electrodes were printed by using an Optomec aerosol jet
printing system (AJ 200) with Ag nanoparticle ink (CLARIANT). The
diameter of the Ag nanoparticle is about 30–40 nm. In this
experiment, silver electrodes were printed with 80 mm line width
and 35% overlap. The printed silver electrodes were cured in
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a furnace for 1 hour at a temperature of 125  C. Regular photo
paper was selected as a substrate due to its relatively high printability and high exibility. The processing speed was set as
2 mm s1. The thickness of the printed Ag electrodes was around
3–4 mm.
Cutting of silver lms with a femtosecond pulsed laser
Fig. S4(a)† shows a schematic diagram of the 3D laser direct
writing system. The ber laser system (Model: Cazadero, Calmar
Laser Inc.) generates femtosecond (fs) pulse chains, of which the
main parameters are listed as follows: pulse width 350 fs, 1030
nm central wavelength, 120 kHz repetition rate and 2.5 W average
power. The fs pulsed laser passed through a shutter, optical
isolator, adjustable attenuator, dichroic mirror and microscope
objective lens. Then it was used to cut silver lms on a 3D
translation stage. The laser beam passed into a vertical microscope system and was focused by a long working distance and
high numerical aperture 100 objective lens (0.8 NA). Real-time
observation of the laser writing process was performed with
a charge-coupled device (CCD). The laser writing process was
implemented with a scanning program-controlled design. Fig.S3(b)† shows an SEM image of cutting of silver lms at an incident laser uence of 2.75 J cm2, the corresponding average
power is 400 mW, and the gap width is around 3.6 mm. The right
picture [Fig. S4(c)†] shows a Liu-plot of ablation areas (D-square)
as a function of incident laser uence.77 It demonstrated that the
D-square gradually increased with an increment of incident laser
uence. The ablation threshold of the silver lms is 2.53 J cm2.
During the cutting of the silver lms, the laser power was
adjusted to 400 mW and the speed of the 3D translation stage was
20 mm min1. Thus, the silver lm was cut to form the trenchstructured electrodes with a gap of 2–4 mm.
Manipulation of CuNWs with a dielectrophoresis method
Aer the preparation of CuNWs and cutting of silver lms,
CuNW solution was added dropwise onto the gap and CuNWs
were manipulated by a DEP method. In this experiment, the
manipulation of CuNWs was performed by adding alternating
current (AC, Model: GWinstek SFG-1013) with diﬀerent
parameters on both sides of the gap; the schematic diagram is
presented in Fig. S4(a) and (b).† Fig. S4(e) and (f)† show CuNW
solution droplet transfer and CuNW alignment by a DEP force,
respectively. The time-averaged DEP force acting on the CuNWs
is estimated based on eqn (1).29
FDEP ¼

pr2 l
3k$V|E|2
2

(1)

where r is the radius of the CuNWs, l is the length of the
CuNWs, 3 is the permittivity of the suspending medium solvent
isopropyl alcohol (IPA), k is the real part of the Clausius–Mossotti factor, and E is the electric eld. In this experiment, the AC
frequency is 6 MHz, with 6 V for 1 minute.
Nanowire selection and cutting
During the manipulation of CuNWs with AC bias, it is found
that several CuNWs well link the gap. Here, the main target of
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this study is to fabricate a single NW device. So only one
CuNW bridging the gap is needed, other CuNWs bridging the
gap should be cut oﬀ with an FS pulsed laser. For cutting
CuNWs, 70 mW laser power was induced at the middle position of these CuNWs. Fig. S4(e)† shows a CuNW before laser
cutting and Fig. S5(f)† shows the CuNW aer cutting with the
FS laser.
Single-temperature 1-D heat diﬀusion model
The temperature distribution in the CuNW and its evolution
during the CW laser heating are calculated by using a singletemperature 1-D heat diﬀusion model and the nite diﬀerence
method. The energy balance in control volume of each nodal
point (m) is used as the governing equation:78–80
Qlaser + Qcond  Qconv  Qrad ¼ DEst,

(2)

where Qlaser is the heat addition by the laser and considered for
the rst nodal point (m ¼ 1 or x ¼ 0) only, Qcond is the net heat
conduction ow to the neighboring nodes, Qconv and Qrad are
the convection and radiation heat losses through the CuNW
surface, and DEst is the change of stored heat in the control
volume of each node. Here, this analysis excludes heat dissipation through the substrate. This omission of the CuNW/
substrate conduction heat transfer is because its inclusion can
impose excessive complexities (from the contact shape, roughness, and interfacial transport) although their inuence is not
signicant (due to the roughness and smaller actual contact
area) and it can be included in other surface heat dissipation
terms (Qconv and Qrad). Qlaser is given as the product of laser heat
ux qin, absorptance (ratio of the absorbed to the incident
radiant power) b, and the rst node surface area, i.e., Qlaser ¼
qinbA, and our simulations employ qin ¼ 4.46  1010 W m2 for
the CW laser (see ESI Sec. V†) and b ¼ 0.5 at the wavelength of
the CW laser (532 nm).81 Qcond is calculated using nodal
temperatures (Tm) and Cu thermal conductivity, k ¼ 400 W m1
K1 with a 1-D Fourier heat conduction equation.82 The
convection and radiation heat transfer are calculated as Qconv ¼
hA(Tm  TN) and Qrad ¼ 3sA(Tm4  Tsurr4),82 where s represents
the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, and we use room temperature
for the surrounding and ambient air temperatures (Tsurr ¼ TN ¼
303 K), a convection coeﬃcient of h ¼ 2000 W m2 K1, and
a Cu emissivity of 3 ¼ 0.07.83 Finally, specic heat capacity, c ¼
385 J kg1 K1 and density r ¼ 8960 kg m3 of Cu are used for
the calculation of the stored thermal energy change, i.e., DEst ¼
rVc(vTm/vt), where V is the control volume of nodal point m.
Two-temperature model
With a short pulse of high-intensity laser irradiation,
nonequilibrium between electron and lattice systems dynamically changes, and to address this nonequilibrium dynamics,
the electron and lattice temperatures of the CuNW (Te and Tl)
are separately calculated. As in the analysis of the CW laser, a 1D model and FDM are employed, but for each nodal point, the
thermal energy balances for the electron and lattice are
considered, given by:84
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For electron Te,
Qlaser  Qel/latt + Qel,cond ¼ DEel,

(3)

and
For lattice Tl,
Qel/latt + Qlatt,cond  Qconv  Qrad ¼ DElatt.

(4)

where the laser heat addition (Qlaser ¼ qinbA) is applied to the
rst node as in the CW laser simulation but considered only in
Te analysis.58,85 At the wavelength of the FS laser (1030 nm),
b has been reported to be 0.06.81 During a pulse with 300 fs
duration, we assume a constant laser heat ux, qin ¼ 1.77  1017
W m2 (ESI Sec. V†), which ensures the employed average power
of the FS laser (5 mW) considering a 1 mm laser beam diameter
and 120 kHz pulse repetition rate. The heat ow from the
electron to the lattice, Qel/latt, is calculated using the electron–
lattice coupling coeﬃcient (g, W m3 K1) from the literature86
and the diﬀerence between Te and Tl, i.e., Qel/latt ¼ gV(Te  Tl).
The conduction heat ow and stored thermal energy change for
the electron and lattice [Qel,cond and DEel in eqn (2) and Qlatt,cond
and DElatt in eqn (3)] are calculated using the electron thermal
conductivity, ke ¼ 385 W m1 K1, lattice thermal conductivity,
kl ¼ 17 W m1 K1,87 temperature-dependent electron volumetric heat capacity Ce (J m3 K1) from ref. 86 and lattice
volumetric heat capacity, Cl ¼ 3.45  106 J m3 K1 for Cu.87
Convection and radiation (Qconv and Qrad) are included in the Tl
analysis only and calculated using single-temperature modeling
under the same conditions.
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